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Emerging charge state after grazing collisions of heavy ions on SnTe surfaces
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Emerging charge states of He and Li ions impinging with grazing incidence on a SnTe surface are calculated
at high impact velocities. The charge state distribution is obtained as result of the interplay of two atomic
processes: electron capture from bound states of the topmost surface atoms and electron loss from the bound
states of the projectile due to collisions with the surface atoms. At high energies we find that the projectile
leaves the surface with a charge state larger than the quasiequilibrium charge state reached in the vicinity of the
surface. We explain this behavior in terms of the different ranges of capture and loss mechanisms. As the
projectile escapes from the surface, the balance between these two processes is broken: capture is no longer
effective, and loss survives ionizing the projectile. Comparisons with the experiments are presented and
discussed.

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Dy, 34.50.Bw
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of ion-solid collisions provides an importa
link between atomic physics and condensed matter phys
Comparative analysis of ion-atom, ion-solid~transmission!
and ion-surface~glancing incidence! collisions gives us use
ful information about the structure of the solid, and it is
great interest for a systematic and comprehensive un
standing of the interactions between ions and matter. In
article we present a theoretical calculation of the emerg
charge fractions in grazing ion-surface collisions at high i
pact velocities. The incident angles under consideration
small enough for the ion not to penetrate into the solid bef
being reflected specularly.

The theoretical description of charge state distributio
has recently received considerable attention@1–6#. At high
impact velocities the emerging charge state of the ion can
considered as a consequence of the interplay of two ato
processes: electron capture from the bound states of the
most atoms of the surface, and electron loss from the bo
states of the projectile due to collisions with the surface
oms. This standard approach to deal with the problem
employed in this work.

We will concentrate on grazing collisions of He and
ions with SnTe~100! surfaces at different incident angles f
intermediate and high energies. These collisional syst
have been experimentally studied@2–5#. The present theoret
ical description of the problem is a combination of the eik
nal impulse approximation~EI! @7,8# for capture, and the
multipole expansion defined in one center~MEDOC! @9,10#
for electron loss, as applied to atomic collisions. The ap
cation of these theoretical models to ion-surface collisio
follows the traditional way@11,12#. The work is organized as
follows. In Sec. II, we develop the theoretical model a
present the approximations used to describe the ion tra

*Also at Universidad Nacional de La Matanza, La Matanza,
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tory and to calculate electron capture and loss probabilit
Tables for the cross sections corresponding to He and Li i
impinging on Sn, Te, and Sb atoms are also presented
Sec. III we display and discuss the results, and in Sec. IV
conclusions of the present article are summarized. Ato
units are used except where otherwise stated.

II. THEORY

Let us consider a heavy projectile~of chargeZP , mass
M P and initial velocity v) impinging grazingly on a solid
surface with an incident angleu i , as shown in Fig. 1. The
charge state of the impinging ion during the collision is d
termined by capture and loss processes. For a given ch
state j (0< j <ZP) of the projectile, the time-dependen
evolution of the charge fractionF j is governed by the system
of coupled equations

dFj

dt
5vx(

k
@FkPk j~z!2F j Pjk~z!#, ~1!

- FIG. 1. Coordinate system and schematical ion trajectory fo
grazing collision.
©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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where vx is the component parallel to the surface of t
impact velocity, andt is the time. The first term of the sum
matory represents the processes populating the charge sj,
and the second term takes account of the processes dep
lating j. If the ion charge changesk→ j , the transition prob-
ability per unit path lengthPk j(z) for a trajectory nearly
parallel to the surface (vx.v), at a distancez of the topmost
layer, is approximated@11,12# by

Pk j~z!5dSE
2`

`

uAk j~r5Ay21z2!u2dy, ~2!

wherey is the coordinate parallel to the surface and perp
dicular to the velocity,uAk j(r)u2 is the impact-parameter
dependent transition probability in a single collision of t
projectile with a target atom, anddS is the density of targe
atoms per unit area in the first atomic layer (dS51/d2

50.0280 a.u. for SnTe@1#, whered55.98 a.u. is the neares
neighbor distance!.

Following Lucas @13# we have found it convenient to
solve the differential Eqs.~1! in terms of the parametert
5Az22z0

2 instead oft, wherez0 is the distance of closes
approach to the surface, andtP(2`,`). Then the charge
state equations are

dFj

dt
5a~t!(

k
@FkPk j~t!2F j Pjk~t!#, ~3!

where the coefficienta(t) is

a~t!5A t2

z0
21t2

vx

uvz~t!u
, ~4!

andvz is the component normal to the surface of the proj
tile velocity.

It is convenient to introduce the range^z&k j of the transi-
tion probability Pk j . We estimate this range as twice th
mean z value,

^z&k j52

E
0

`

z Pk j~z! dz

E
0

`

Pk j~z! dz

. ~5!

As we shall see, the emerging charge state can be expla
in terms of the comparative values of electron capture
loss ranges. Next we summarize the approximations mad
this work.

A. The trajectory

Figure 1 displays the ion path for a specular reflect
(u f5u i) from the SnTe~100! surface. The surface lays on th
(x,y) plane and the projectile moves in the direction of t
positive x axis. The jellium edge in the SnTe is displac
from the topmost atomic layer byz52.99 a.u.@1#. As usual,
it is assumed that the projectile undergoes an elastic colli
with the surface, andvx.v does not change during the co
02290
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lision. The velocity component normal to the surface is o
tained assuming conservation of energy in the transve
direction,Et , in the form

Et~u i !5
1

2
M P~v sinu i !

25
1

2
M Pvz

21VSP~z!, ~6!

whereVSP(z) is the interaction potential between the proje
tile and the surface. To describe this interaction we cons
an averaged Moliere potential@12#, given by

V~z!52pdS Z̄T ZP(
i 51

3
a i

b i
e2b i z, ~7!

with the Moliere parameters@14# a i5(0.35, 0.55, 0.1),
b i aTF5(0.3, 1.2, 6.0) and the Thomas-Fermi screening
rameteraTF50.885/(ZP

1/21Z̄T
1/2)2/3. In agreement with Juar

isti et al. @12# we find that the ion trajectory is almost th
same if we use the Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark~ZBL! poten-
tial @15# instead of the Moliere one. Thus, our charge fracti
results change very little~less than 1%) using any of thes
potentials asVSP. The target chargeZ̄T corresponding to the
SnTe surface is approximated byZ̄T5(ZSn1ZTe)/2551
5ZSb, which is a good approximation since the nucle
charges of Sn and Te are very similar (ZSn550 andZTe
552). The image potential is not taken into account beca
it is negligible in the high velocity regime considered he
@12#.

The turning point of the trajectoryz0 is obtained from Eq.
~6! consideringEt(u i)5VSP(z0). We analyzed collisions a
glancing angles smaller than a critical oneuc , which results
from equatingEt(uc)5VSP(z050).

B. Capture cross probabilities

We consider capture processes by single collisions of
and Li ions with neutral Sn and Te atoms. The approxim
tion used to describe these processes is the prior versio
the eikonal impulse approximation@7#. This is a distorted
wave method that uses the eikonal wave function in the
tial channel and the exact impulse wave function in the fi
channel. This method has already proved to be successf
dealing with a wide variety of atomic collisions in the inte
mediate and high energy range@8#.

Partial capture cross sections from n54 shell of Sn and Te
atoms into the ground state of the projectile are shown
Table I and Table II for He and Li ions, respectively. W
consider capture from the valence electrons as coming f
then55 atomic bound state. In the case of He ions, capt
cross sections from this shell contribute to the total cr
section~averaging Sn and Te! about ten percent at the ve
locities considered here, with the contribution being high
for Te targets than for Sn ones. In the case of Li ions,
obtain capture cross sections fromn55 shell much smaller
than those fromn54, and are thus neglected. Total cro
sections shown in Tables I and II are obtained by adding
partial cross sections to the ground state and using the O
heimer rule@16# to take into account capture into excite
states. For He and Li projectiles, the most important con
1-2
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bution to the total cross section comes from capture p
cesses from the 4d subshell. Noticeably, as observed fro
the Tables, the results for capture from Sn and Te atoms
different in spite of their similar nuclear charge. Captu
probabilities rangeŝz&ZP ,ZP21 are displayed in Table III.

C. Electron loss probabilities

Electron loss probabilities are calculated by solving n
merically the time dependent Schro¨dinger equation in the
impact parameter formalism, using the MEDOC approxim
tion @9#. In this method the wave function is developed a
combination of a target centered multipolar expansion for
angular part, and a discretization of the radial part into
finite size box. By using a complex coordinate technique,
have avoided problems arising from reflections at the bou
ary @10#. The virtue of this method, as applied here, is that
the present problem the charge exchange channel is clo
and a single centered multipolar expansion is appropriate
all the impact energies under consideration. The maxim
angular momentum in the expansion isLmax56. The elec-

TABLE I. Capture and loss cross sectionss i i 61 for the projec-
tile charge changingi→ i 61 in the collision of He1 i ions imping-
ing on Sn, Te and Sb atoms. Atomic units are used. Number
brackets represent powers of 10.

v ~a.u.! 3.16 3.87 4.47

Sn s10(4s) 3.98@-4# 3.47@-4# 5.28@-4#

s10(4p) 1.11@-2# 8.57@-3# 6.13@-3#

s10(4d) 3.97@-1# 2.64@-1# 1.56@-1#

s10(5s) 9.43@-3# 4.30@-3# 2.71@-3#

s10(5p) 2.65@-2# 7.65@-3# 2.44@-3#

s10~total! 5.34@-1# 3.42@-1# 2.02@-1#

Te s10(4s) 4.59@-4# 3.21@-4# 3.84@-4#

s10(4p) 5.83@-3# 5.34@-3# 4.37@-3#

s10(4d) 1.78@-1# 1.31@-1# 9.30@-2#

s10(5s) 9.99@-3# 4.61@-3# 3.20@-3#

s10(5p) 7.53@-2# 2.73@-2# 1.04@-2#

s10~total! 3.24@-1# 2.03@-1# 1.34@-1#

Sn s21(4s) 7.60@-4# 5.30@-4# 7.44@-4#

s21(4p) 2.66@-2# 1.61@-2# 1.18@-2#

s21(4d) 7.08@-1# 4.26@-1# 2.41@-1#

s21(5s) 2.99@-2# 1.28~-2# 6.87@-3#

s21(5p) 2.98@-2# 8.61@-3# 2.78@-3#

s21~total! 9.56@-1# 5.58@-1# 3.16@-1#

Te s21(4s) 7.88@-4# 5.80@-4# 4.62@-4#

s21(4p) 1.45@-2# 9.85@-3# 7.47@-3#

s21(4d) 2.65@-1# 1.95@-1# 1.43@-1#

s21(5s) 3.37@-2# 1.51@-2# 8.75@-3#

s21(5p) 1.07@-1# 3.56@-2# 1.26@-2#

s21~total! 5.06@-1# 3.08@-1# 2.07@-1#

Sb s01~total! 1.77@11# 1.62@11# 1.49@11#

s12~total! 5.76@0# 5.46@0# 5.32@0#
02290
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tron loss probability in the impact parameter formalis
Pel(r), is obtained by two alternative ways. First, they a
calculated by projecting the collisional wave function ov
continuum states and then by adding all these contributio
Second, the total excitation probabilityPexc(r) is calculated
and, afterwards, the electron loss probability is obtained
simply using Pel(r)512Pexc(r). Both methods agree
within 30% with the latter method being the most reliable f
small impact parameters~where Pexc!1), and the former
method for large impact parameters~wherePel!1).

The formalism presented above considers only one e
tron. In the case of ions with two electrons, we use the sa
description by employing an ion effective charge, which
calculated to give the correct Hartree-Fock energy for
initial 1s state@17#.

The potentialV(r ) used to describe the interaction b
tween a surface atom and an electron bound to the proje
is a critical point. Three different potentials were studied,
posed next. Any of these three potentials produce res
rather insensitive to the target nuclear charge, so we h
simply considered the target as composed by Sb atoms, l
ing 5 electrons per atom to the valence band. The poten
studied are:

~i! the ZBL potential@15# giving by

VZBL~r !52
ZT

r (
i 51

4

a i e2b i r , ~8!

in

TABLE II. Capture and loss cross sectionss i i 61 for the projec-
tile charge changingi→ i 61 in the collision of Li1 i ions impinging
on Sn, Te and Sb atoms. Atomic units are used. Numbers in br
ets represent powers of 10.

v ~a.u.! 4.47 6.00

Sn s21(4s) 2.80@-3# 1.58@-3#

s21(4p) 3.70@-2# 1.39@-2#

s21(4d) 3.38@-1# 7.60@-2#

s21~total! 4.54@-1# 1.10@-1#

Te s21(4s) 1.56@-3# 1.14@-3#

s21(4p) 2.47@-2# 1.10@-2#

s21(4d) 1.75@-1# 6.77@-2#

s21~total! 2.42@-1# 9.59@-2#

Sn s32(4s) 5.83@-3# 2.24@-3#

s32(4p) 6.45@-2# 2.39@-2#

s32(4d) 3.84@-1# 7.36@-2#

s32~total! 5.46@-1# 1.20@-1#

Te s32(4s) 3.70@-3# 1.81@-3#

s32(4p) 4.51@-2# 1.80@-2#

s32(4d) 2.36@-1# 7.16@-2#

s32~total! 3.42@-1# 1.10@-1#

Sb s12~total! 8.96@0# 6.51@0#

s23~total! 3.37@0# 3.12@0#
1-3
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where the parameters area i5(0.0282, 0.280, 0.510, 0.182)
b i aZBL5(0.202, 0.403, 0.942, 3.20) andaZBL

50.885/(ZP
0.231ZT

0.23).
~ii ! The Moliere potential@14#, which has the same struc

ture as Eq.~8! but only three terms, with the coefficientsa i
and b i as given below Eq.~7!. Both ZBL and Moliere po-
tentials include the interaction of the projectile electron w
the valence band electrons as belonging to the target at

~iii ! As a third case, we consider the two parame
Garvey potential@1,18# VG to describe the interaction with
the core ionic atom of Sb51, and the free electron gas pote
tial Vf eg to take into account the interaction with the outer
electrons. The potentialVf eg is created by a sphere of con
stant charge densityde525/d3520.0234 a.u. and a radiu
equal to the Wigner-Seitz radiusr e5@3d3/4p#1/353.71 a.u.
The total interaction potential is thenVG1 f eg5VG1Vf eg ,
given by

VG~r !5
~ZT25!

r
@12V~r !#2

ZT

r
~9!

and

Vf eg5H 2

3
pder

222pr e
2de if r<r e

5/r if r>r e

. ~10!

with ZT551 and @V(r )#2152.710@exp(2.039r )21#11
@18#.

TABLE III. Emerging charge fractionsF j for incident He1 and
Li1 projectiles on SnTe surfaces. The incident angle considere
the angle of maximum approach to the surfaceuc . Values of the
equilibrium charge fractions in collisions through the SnTe solid
presented for comparison. Also displayed, the range of capture
loss probabilitieŝ z&k j for the projectile charge changingk→ j .

He1

v ~a.u.! 3.16 3.87 4.47

uc ~mrad! 13.0 10.6 9.21
F1 ~surf.! 0.11 0.055 0.029
F2 ~surf.! 0.89 0.94 0.97
F1 ~sol.! 0.11 0.073 0.047
F2 ~sol.! 0.88 0.92 0.95
^z&12 1.74 1.61 1.52
^z&21 1.60 1.46 1.28

Li1

v ~a.u.! 4.47 6.0

uc ~mrad! 8.46 6.30
F2 ~surf.! 0.12 0.031
F3 ~surf.! 0.87 0.97
F2 ~sol.! 0.12 0.035
F3 ~sol.! 0.88 0.96
^z&23 1.26 1.09
^z&32 1.34 1.04
02290
.
r

We use these three potentials to obtain electron loss p
abilities per unit path length. Results ofP12 for 1.5 MeV
He1 ions impinging on a Sb surface are plotted in Fig.
Though no substantial changes are obtained in the total c
sections, differences in the probabilities at intermediate
pact parameters~between 1 and 2 a.u.! lead to important
differences at the level of the emerging charge fractions~up
to 40% for the emerging charge fraction of He1, F1). Here-
after we will restrain our calculations to the ZBL potenti
which shows a better performance in comparing with
experiments in Fig. 2.

For 0.3-MeV/amu Li ions, our electron loss probabilitie
are in good agreement with the Classical Trajectory Mo
Carlo ~CTMC! values as reported by Reinholdet al. @1#.

We have not taken into account antiscreening proces
@19# in our calculations. By considering these processes
electron loss probabilities would increase and the loss c
sections would be bigger than those given in Tables I and
The antiscreening contribution is known to be relevant
large impact parameters but negligible at short distan
@20#. Instead, our charge state results depend strongly on
values ofPk j(z) at z,2 a.u., and they change very little fo
z.2 a.u. Thus, antiscreening will leave a trace in the out
ing charge state only if it is appreciable at distances as sm
as 2 a.u. In Ref.@1#, the antiscreening is taken into accou
by including the interaction of the projectile electron with th
quasifree target electrons. As can be seen in Fig. 9 of Ref@1#,
its contribution is appreciable forz>2 a.u. and the outgoing
emerging charge fractions are rather independent of this c
sideration~they change less than4%).

Loss cross sections values are shown in Table I and T
II for He and Li ions, respectively. The corresponding pro
abilities rangeŝz&ZP21,ZP

are displayed in Table III.

is

e
nd

FIG. 2. Electron loss probability per unit path length for 1
MeV He11Sb collision, as a function of the distance to the surfa
topmost layerz. Results obtained using different atom-electron p
tentials are displayed. Symbols: solid line, ZBL potential; dash
line, Moliere potential; dotted line, Garvey potential for the inte
action with the ionic core and the valence electrons represente
a constant density sphere. Squares, experimentally derived valu
Fujii et al. @2#.
1-4
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Transition probabilities per unit path lengthPk j(z) calcu-
lated from Eq.~2! are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for He and L
ions respectively, impinging on the SnTe surface. They
plotted as a function of the distancez to the surface topmos
layer. In Fig. 3 we note that, for He ions, electron loss pro
abilities do not change appreciably with the ion impact v
locity while the electron capture probabilities fall as the v
locity increases. This can also be observed in Table III wh
the ranges arêz&12.^z&21, and the decreasing tendenc
with the velocity is greater for capture than for loss rang
This is a fundamental point to understand the difference
tween the emerging charge state from the surface and
quasi-equilibrium charge state very close to the surface
Fig. 3 we also display the electron capture (P21) and electron
loss (P12) probabilities as reported by Fujiiet al. @2# for 1.5
MeV impact energy. These experimentally derived valu
fall bellow our theoretical curves. Noticeably the differen
between our calculations and Fujiiet al. @2# results, about a
factor five, is the same for loss and capture probabilities,
it leaves almost no trace at the level of the charge state f

FIG. 3. Transition probabilities per unit path length for He1 j

1SnTe collision, as a function of the distance to the surface t
most layerz, when the projectile charge changesj→k. Impact ve-
locities are shown in the figure. Symbols: squares (P12) and circles
(P21), experimentally derived values of Fujiiet al. @2#.
02290
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tions. Nevertheless, this large discrepancy needs some c
ments. The values shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are not experim
tal measures but derived values from the observed ch
state fractions and energy losses at different emerg
angles. Fujiiet al. @2# obtained the position-dependent pro
abilities by using a master equation formulation and the
pothesis of deflection in the outgoing angles due to step
the surface. We cannot explain the origin of the discrepa
between these experimentally derived values and our ca
lations; it can be a hint that the interaction model is miss
some important physical contribution, or a problem of no
malization of the experimental results.

In Fig. 4 we can observe that, for Li ions, capture and lo
probabilities have similar ranges~they differ from each other
less than 6%) at the velocities considered. However,
decreasing tendency of capture range with the velocity
greater than that of loss range. Note from Table III the d
ferences in̂ z& between He and Li ions, which will be usefu
to understand the corresponding differences in the cha
fractions behavior along the trajectory.

In Table III we also show the values obtained for t
emerging charge fractionsF j for incident He1 and Li21 pro-
jectiles on SnTe surfaces. As experimentally observ
@3,4,6#, the emerging charge fractions are independent of
incident charge state of the ion. This behavior indicates t
the memory of the entrance charge state is lost by the t
the projectile reaches the surface. The incident angle con
ered is the angle of maximum approach to the surfaceuc , for
which z050. For incident He1 (Li 21) ions, theF0 (F1)
values obtained are less than 0.1% (0.3%), so they are
displayed.

In Figs. 5 and 6 we plot the ratio of charge fractio
FZP21 /FZP

as a function of the distance to the surface to

-

FIG. 4. Similar to Fig. 3 for Li1 j1SnTe collision.
1-5
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most layerz, for He and Li ions, respectively. We denote th
entrance channel with negative values ofz. The incident
angle considered isuc , but the results are rather insensitiv
to the incident angle foru i>0.4uc , as can be observed i
Figs. 7 and 8.

For He ions, Fig. 5 shows that at intermediate imp
velocities the ion gets an equilibrium charge state close
the surface, which remains almost constant until exit.
stead, at high impact velocities, the charge state gets a q
equilibrium value in the immediate vicinities of the surfac
but it tends to another value far from the surface. The d
crepancy between these two values is due to the diffe
ranges of electron capture and loss probabilities at high
locities ~see Table III!. Close to the surface topmost lay
both mechanisms are present, but at a certain distance
ture loses its effectiveness while electron loss still ionizes

FIG. 5. Ratio of charge fractionsFZP21 /FZP
for He1 projectiles

impinging grazingly on the SnTe surface, as a function of the d
tancez to the surface topmost layer. The incident angle isuc . For
clarity the entrance channel is denoted with negative values oz.
The different impinging velocities are displayed in the figure. Th
are compared with Fujiiet al. results. Symbols: open circles, ex
perimentally derived values@4#; closed triangle, experimental valu
@2#, at v53.87 andu i55.7 mrad.

FIG. 6. Similar to Fig. 5 for Li21 projectiles impinging graz-
ingly on the SnTe surface. Symbols: closed triangle, experime
result of Kimura et al. @3# for impact velocity v54.47 andu i

56.0 mrad.
02290
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projectile. Thus, the emerging charge state of the projectil
bigger than that obtained in the surface vicinity, and t
behavior becomes more pronounced as the velocity
creases. In Fig. 5 we have also displayed the experime
value ofF1 /F2 far from the surface, and the experimenta
derived results near the surface as reported by Fujiiet al. in
Refs.@2# and@4#, respectively. The velocity for these exper
ments is v53.87 and the incident angleu i55.7 mrad.
Though this is not the angleuc considered in this figure, this
value is in the regionu i>0.4uc where the charge fraction
change very little with the angle.

In Fig. 6 we observe that, for Li ions, the charge fracti
reaches a value close to the surface, which almost rem
until exit. This behavior is in accordance with the simil
ranges of electron capture and loss probabilities of Table
In Fig. 6 we include Kimuraet al. @3# experimental results
for v54.47 and incident angleu i56.0 mrad. Again the ex-
perimental incident angle is in the regionu i>0.4uc .

-

al

FIG. 7. Ratio of charge fractionsFZP21 /FZP
for the He1

1SnTe collision, as a function of the incident angleu i normalized
to the angle of maximum approach to the surfaceuc . Symbols:
closed triangles, squares, and circles, experimental results of Fuet
al. @2# at v53.16, 3.87, and 4.47, respectively. Open triangle a
square, experimental results of Kimuraet al. @5# at v53.16 and
3.87, respectively.

FIG. 8. Similar to Fig. 7 for Li211SnTe collision. Closed
circle, experimental value of Kimuraet al. @3# at v54.47.
1-6
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In Fig. 7 we plot the ratio of emerging charge fractio
F1 /F2 for He impact on the SnTe surface, as a function
the ion incident angle. This curve shows reasonable ag
ment with the experimental values of Fujiiet al. @2,4# and
Kimura et al. @5#, for v53.16 andv53.87, and are below
the experimental value forv54.47. As already mentioned
these results are almost insensitive to the ion incident a
for u i>0.4uc , in agreement with Fujiiet al. @4# observa-
tions. For Li ions, the same tendency is observed in Fig. 8
this case, the theoretical results are compared with Kim
et al. @3# measures ofF2 /F3 at v54.47, being the experi
mental value a factor two higher than our result . At high
velocities there are no data available.

Two points should be remarked about these figures:
~i! First, as the projectile gets very close to the surfa

the fraction remains around a constant which happens to

FZP

FZP21
.

PZP21,ZP
~z50!

PZP ,ZP21~z50!
. ~11!

This expression can be deduced from Eq.~1! using that the
trajectory is parallel to the surface at the closest approa
and the probabilities per unit path length are almost cons
and near to the value at the origin. The differential equati
for the charge fractions through the solid are the same as
~1! changing probabilities per unit path length (Pk j) by cross
sections (sk j). Note the difference between Eqs.~11! and
the equilibrium charge fractions within solids given by

FZP

FZP21
.

sZP21,ZP

sZP ,ZP21
. ~12!

In Table III we observe that, at the lowest velocity cons
ered in this work, the ratio of emerging charge fractions
from the surface is similar to the equilibrium charge fracti
within solids, i.e., (FZP

/FZP21)sur f ace'(FZP
/FZP21)solid .

This is a numerical coincidence that is not longer valid
increasing velocities, where we obtain (FZP

/FZP21)sur f ace

.(FZP
/FZP21)solid .

~ii ! Second and more important, at high velocities, wh
the projectile escapes from the surface the balance betw
capture and loss processes is broken. Capture is no lo
effective while loss survives ionizing the projectile. Thu
the projectile comes out of the surface with a charge s
larger than that reached at the origin. This behavior i
consequence of the difference between capture and
ranges, being more evident at larger velocities. For He io
-

-

.

-
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this difference in the ranges is observed at the higher vel
ties considered here, together with the mentioned con
quences at the level of the charge fractions. Instead, fo
ions, we have not reached the high velocity region where
capture range is smaller than the loss one. This is consis
with the fact that Li emerging charge fractions are similar
the charge fractions close to the surface. However, for
pact velocities higher than those considered here, the
creasing tendency of capture ranges with the velocity ma
it reasonable to expect a similar behavior to that observed
He ions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated charge fractions in grazing collisio
of He and Li ions with a SnTe~100! surface. For He ions we
have obtained acceptable agreement with the experime
results of Kimura and collaborators@2,4,5#. At intermediate
impact velocities we find that the ion gets an equilibriu
charge state close to the surface, which remains nearly
same until exit. Instead, at high impact velocities, the cha
state tends to another value far from the surface. The disc
ancy between these two values is due to the different ran
of electron capture and loss processes. Close to the su
topmost layer both mechanisms are present, but at a ce
distance capture turns off and only electron loss surviv
Thus, the emerging charge state of the projectile is big
than that obtained in the surface vicinity, and this behav
becomes more remarkable when the velocity increases.
conclusion is in agreement with experimentally derived c
culations of Fujiiet al. @4#. The same tendency for the charg
state in the surface vicinity has also been reported by F
et al. @6# who measured charge fractions in grazing collisio
of C41 with the SnTe surface.

Instead, for Li ions at the velocities considered in th
work, we find that charge fractions get a value close to
surface, which remains until exit. Again this behavior is d
to the ranges of electron capture and loss probabilities t
in this case, are of the same order. However, for imp
velocities higher than those considered here, we expe
behavior similar to that observed for He ions. Experimen
results at such velocities are not available in the literature
to now.
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